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the new htc vive is a stand out, vr headset that will change how you experience video games. htc vive is a great standalone vr headset that provides a room-scale vr experience. when you put on the htc vive, it creates a virtual room around you that you can walk around in. you can walk all
around the room and see objects. anywhere in the room is within reach of your headset and controller. the htc vive is compatible with steamvr and works with most games on the steam platform. the htc vive is $799.00, and you can buy one here. if you played the original the last of usor

naughty dogs the last of us remastered, youre probably pretty excited to see how the sequel, the last of us part ii, plays. the game is coming out in may and is set to release on ps4, xbox one, pc, and stadia. naughty dogs the last of us part iiis a sequel that builds on the strengths of the last
of us, and the game promises to be a masterpiece. here are the best games of 2017. if you are a pc gamer, you wont want to miss out on this game. the massive userbase and active modding scene means that this game has literally everythingyou could ever want. its also one of the most
visually impressive games on the pc, and if you are a fan of rpgs, youll love it even more. it comes on both the pc and the xbox one, but we recommend the pc version, since its the better platform. also known as brass tactics, this real-time strategy game is one of the most popular free pc

games of all time. the game has a heavy influence from the fantasy world of warcraft, but it still manages to have its own identity. it can be played on both the ps4 and xbox one and comes with a huge free update every few months, adding new features to the game and improving old ones.
though it has its own server browser for matches, its also possible to play multiplayer matches with friends on their own platform, which makes this a great option.
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now available as a free pc trial, microsoft is finally handing over the keys to
universal dashboard. dashboard allows you to manage your windows

devices and download apps and games. this means that with dashboard, you
can control your surface dial, mouse, keyboard, and any hdmi connected

device. this is a great feature that will help you be more efficient when using
these devices. give it a try and let us know what you think of the dashboard.
download android emulator for pc, play as many games as you want for free

without any os limitations. put any android emulator on your laptop or
desktop to play any android games on your pc. no download required and no

extra fee to run android games. just to let you know, a smartphone is
needed to download and run this android emulator. play sport bunker soccer
online free games live with millions of sport fans using new realistic football

physics. you can play the role of a soccer coach, manage your team
including player training, simulated games, take a rest, or visit other soccer
managers to maintain good relationships with your teammates. this is the
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most realistic soccer game with real team, player character and customized
stadium to satisfy you the most. you can create a unique team, play games

against other online managers, and set up a battle royale to compete for
your team. real soccer players enjoy the game and you can also use social
features to share team data with your friends. if youre looking for a cheap

webcam then logitech c920 is your perfect webcam. it features high quality
auto focus and a range of motion sensors that allow it to track your head

movements while youre talking. it also comes with a microphone and
remote control for screen sharing and online video chatting. logitech c920 is
compatible with both windows and mac operating systems. note that it does
cost a few pounds, and its not the most powerful web cam out there, but for
its affordable price you wont be disappointed. if you want a more powerful

webcam, then logitech c9000 is the webcam for you. 5ec8ef588b
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